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EAMON Role-Playing SystE!(T] by Donald Brown 
LIGHTNIN:i EAMON EnhancE!(T]ent by Scott Everts 

LIGHTNIN:i EAMON is a canputerized version of what are called 
••Fantasy Role-Playing Games ... When you enter the universe of one of 
these games, you are no longer John (or Jane) Smith, mild-mannered 
canputer hobbyist. Instead, you becane a character in a land of 
adventure, doing almost anything you want to. 

In the land of EAMON, you will be a manber of the select Free 
Adventurers Guild, which is made up of hardy individuals like yourself 
who want to live by their wits, defeating horrible monsters and finding 
glorious treasures. 

Unlike most games, there is no single set goal for you to achieve, 
no way to •win• the game. Instead, in EAMON, you have a lasting goal to 
both better yourself and also get rich. If you set for yourself another 
goal (do good to all princesses, kill all evil wizards, that sort of 
thing), you may also work towards it in your quests. 

To run the adventures of LIGHTNIN:i EAMON, you need an Apple JC•, 
//e , //c , or //GS with at least one disk drive, and at least 64K of 
manory. LIGHTNIN:i EAMON runs under the ProDOS operating systero and is 
not copy protected. Unidisks, Hard drives, and RAM drives are fully 
supported. The original EAMON systan is not canpatible with LIGHTNIN:i 
EAMON. The CAPS LOCK key must be down to play LIGHTNIN:i EAMON. 

The original EAMON system was created and developed by Donald 
Brown. Additional modifications of the original EAMON system were 
performed by The National EAMON User•s Club of Des Moines, Iowa. The 
individua.l adventures were created by various people. The LIGHTNIN:i 
EAMON enhanced version was developed by Scott Everts. Prograrmiing code 
for LIGHTNIN:i EAMON by Donald Brown, John Nelson, Rick Volberding, Jon 
Heng, and Scott Everts. LIGHTNIN:i EAMON is canpiled with the Beagle 
Canpiler. 
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my father for introducing me to the Apple, the many good friends who 
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played and to the writers such as Tolkein, Leiber, and Niven who have 
given me so many ideas. And, last but not least, · to the talented people 
of Ann Arbor, Michigan who designed that lovely Dragon Picture. 
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Far away, at the dead center of the Milky Way, is the planet of 
EAMON. It doesn •t orbit any suns-- all of the suns orbit it. The 
shifting pulls of all of these great bodies bring strange forces to bear 
upon this planet; twisting light, tides, even the laws of science 
itself! Strange things happen there, and the citizens of EAMON must 
always be adaptable, for things are rarely what they seem, and even more 
rarely what they were yesterday! 

You are a citizen of this weird world. You are a free man (or 
WOO"Jan) out to seek your fortune in this world of shifting laws and tiJTJe. 
You will usually find yourself fighting terrible monsters such as Ores, 
Trolls, and Dragons to get their treasure. However, at tiJTJes you may 
find yourself fighting such varied opponents as Billy the Kid and Darth 
Vader! Anything can happen, anything at all. 

EAMON is a fantasy role-playing game. This means that the c001puter 
will generate a character for you and you will pretend to be that 
person . You will <.;ct11,1and your character into fierce battle, where 
hopefully he/she will emerge victorious and wealthy. 

Obviously, not all characters are equal in ability. Three numbers 
(called attributes) describe various parts of your physical condition . 
You also will have various abilities with weapons, which will increase 
as you gain experience with them, and learn how to better use them. 
Additionally, you will be able to learn s001e powerful magic spells. 

EAMON is usually non-sexist--
female adventurers. 
usually be referred 

However, for 
to as •he•--

'she• adventurers also. 

and 
will 

to 

there is full roOO"J for both male 
siJTJplicity•s sake, an adventurer 
please understand that it refers 

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES 

As mentioned earlier, three numbers describe the basic •working 
material• of your character. They are all found by selecting three 
rand001 numbers frOO"J one to eight and sUITJTJing them, thus the numbers can 
range fr001 three to twenty-four. (This is called •three die eight• or 
written as ' 3D8• . This tenninology cOO"Jes frOO"J older role-playing games 
and means roll three eight-sided dice and add). The three attributes 
are HARDINESS, AGILITY, and CHARISMA . Their descriptions and effects 
are given below--

HARDINESS 

Your character's hardiness has two major effects. The most 
iJTJportant is that your hardiness is the number of points of damage that 
your body can withstand before you die. In other words, assume Hedric 
the Horrible is fighting a Troll. Hedric has a HD (hardiness) of 13. 
The Troll swings his Battle axe <as described later in the CCl1BAT 
section of the manual) and hits Hedric for 10 points of damage. This 
brings Hedric down to three more points of damage before death--if the 
Troll can hit Hedric again and do more than two points of damage (before 
Hedric can go hOO"Je and heal hiJTJself, or use s001e magic to heal), Hedric 
will diel 
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The other effect of hardiness is the total weight that you can 
carry . The standard measure of weight on EAMON is the Grond, which can 
be split into ten Dos. You can carry up to ten times your hardiness. 
Therefore, Hedric can carry up to 130 Gronds (or 1300 Dos). Note that . 
weight-carrying ability is based on the characters base hardiness, not 
the number of hits he has left. In his unpleasant encounter with the 
Troll, Hedric can still carry 130 Gronds, even though he only has three 
hits left before death. 

As with all three basic attributes, a 
nonnally changed. Unusual magic iteros or 
Attribute Emporium) might change thero. 

AGILITY 

character•s hardiness 
spells (such as the 

is not 
Witch's 

The second basic ability is the player's agility (abbreviated 
'AG" ). Agility's major effect is in ccxnbat-- a player with high Agility 
is more likely to hit an opponent. Agility may also be useful for 
avoiding special traps (like falling down a mine shaft) or other special 
occurances. 

CHARIS1A 

The last basic attribute for the player is his charisma (abbreviated 
'CH'). Charisma is a measure of physical attractiveness, although it 
also includes such things as a forceful manner, pleasant speaking voice, 
and anything else that makes people look at you and say, ''Gee, what a 
nice guyl'" <or girl). In scxne ways, charisma may be the most important 
attribute, at least for the beginning character. The first major effect 
of chariSl'lla is on the prices you"ll have to pay for goods and services 
(or the prices people will pay you). Obviously, if somebody likes you, 
he will give you a better price than if you disgust him. 

The second effect of charisma is on how citizens of EAMON 
(generically called monsters) will react to you. Not all monsters are 
bad-- you can SC(T)etimes make friends with a few of them, and their 
assistance may make the difference between life and death! Your 
charisma will affect the likeliness of their liking you-- subtract 10 
frcxn your charisma, multiply the difference by 2, and the result adjusts 
the percentage chance of a favorable reaction frC(T) the monster-- if 
there was any chance at all I EXAMPLE: The Mad Hennit of the Beginner•s 
Cave has a 50% friendliness rating, which means that Joe Normal with a 
charisma of 10 will make friends with the Hennit one-half of the time. 
However, old Hedric the Horrible with his charisma of 5 has only a 40% 
chance of making friends (5-10=-5, -5*2=-10). On the other hand, 
Lovable Linda with her charisma of 24 has a 7~ chance of making 
friends. Unfortunately a rat with a friendliness rating of O will never 
make friends, be it with Joe Normal, Hedic, or Lovable Linda. 
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CctlBAT 

Being a rough and violent world, cCXTJbat is the most important aspect 
of EAMON. In most adventures, cCXTJbat is taken care of on a blow-by-blow 
method-- every player or monster in turn uses his weapon<s) on one 
eneC11Y, the effects are .calculated, and then applied. 

Every time that a 
there is a percentage 
number frCXTJ 1 to 100, 
the blow did strike. 

player or monster attecnpts to strike sCXTJeone else, 
chance of success. The canputer will generate a 

and if the number is less than the chance to hit, 

Several factors detemine just what that chance to hit is. If a 
player has no annour on , there are three factors-- the player's agility, 
his ability with that weapon, and the quality of the weapon (also called 
the cCXTJplexi ty). 

Roughly speaking, all weapons in the world of EAMON can be divided 
into five types-- axes, bows <this includes all thrown weapons and 
guns>, clubs (or any blunt weapons>, spears (or other pole weapons>, and 
swords. Every player has what are called "weapon expertises • for each 
class. All players start at the same levels: 57- for axes, -1W. for bows, 
2W. for clubs , 1W. for spears and W. for swords. <These numbers are to 
reflect the fact that sCXTJebody who doesn't know what he's doing is more 
likely to hit with a club than with an arrow>. Your chance of hitting 
your target is equal to twice your agility plus your ability for the 
weapon you are using, plus the COO'lplexity of the weapon you are using. 
For example, our old friend Hedric has an agility of 20 and is using a 
fair quality sword (with a canplexity of W.). Since he is a starting 
character, he has a sword ability of W.. Thus his chance of hitting is 
40+0+0 or 4W.. 

Weapon expertises can be increased through use in canbat. 
schecne goes as follows: Assume Hedric is fighting his troll and 
a successful hit. The question now is, did Hedric learn anything 
how to use his weapon better? Well, it just so happens that his 
to learn is his chance to have missed. Thus, 6W. of the ti.!lle 
will learn frCXTJ his blow. If he does, his sword expertise will go 
Zt. Thus, next time his chance of hitting will be 42:t. <Notice 
his chance of learning on the next successful blow is only 5~.> 

The 
scores 
about 

chance 
Hedric 

up by 
that 

Well, Hedric sCXTJehow made it out alive frCXTJ his Troll battle, and 
has brought his sword expertise up to 12:t. He then wants to take his 
booty and new knowledge and get a better weapon. If Hedric goes and 
buys a new sword-like weapon, such as a rapier which has a weapon 
canplexity of 15%, his chance of hitting with it will be 40+12•15 or 
67%. However, if he decides to switch weapons and get a Battle axe with 
a cCXTJplexity of 157., his chance with that will be 40+5+15 or 6W.-- his 
experience with swords will not help hi.!11 with his axe. 

If an attacker is wearing annour, his chance of hitting may be 
reduced. After all, one just isn't as agile when one is fighting fran 
within a tin can t A player may carry a shield, which will lower the 
chance to hit by 57-, and may also wear either leather amour (lowers 
chance by 10%), chain mail (20%), or plate amour (60% 1) . However, 
these numbers are "worst cases" . A player becanes used to the 
constricting effect of wearing annour, and builds an annour expertise 
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(called AE). It is built the same way that weapon expertise is 
increased-- every time a successful blow is landed and the effect of 
armour is bigger than the player's AE, a check is made on the chance to 
miss and that is the chance of the armour expertise going up py ~
Thus a successful blow may increase the chance to hit by 47-. Armour 
expertise is carried over frOOl each type of armour. Thus if you've 
brought your AE up to 1W. while in leather armour and you go to chain, 
your chance to hit will only drop by 1W., not 2W.. However, the effect 
of armour expertise can never increase the chance to hit-- if the AE is 
3~ and you go to leather armour, the net effect wi•ll be O, not adding 
2~. 

In addition to agility, weapon 
armour, there may be magical or other 
will affect the chance of hitting. 

expertise, weapon cOOlplexity, 
extraordinary forces at work 

and 
that 

When a blow hits, a randOOl amount of damage is done to the target. 
This amount of damage is based on the weapon and will be given in 'N D 
N' format. (RerTJernber 3D8 for the three basic attributes?) This base 
number of damage is usually lowered by the armour worn by the defender-
leather armour and shield each take one point of damage, chain takes 2, 
and plate armour takes 5 points of damage away frOOl that taken on the 
body (all effects are cumulative and magical devices may acf as armour). 

That, of course, is what usually happens. However, due to flashes 
of good luck or clumbsiness, weird things can happen. About 5~ of the 
time an attacker will get what is called a 'critical hit". That will 
get one of the following results (each result is followed by the 
percentage chance of its occurance): Ignore armour (5W.) , three-halves 
normal damage (357-), twice normal damage (1W.), triple normal damage 
(47.), or autOO'latic kill (1~) . 

About 47- of the time the attacker will fumble with his weapon. It 
will have one of the following effects: Recover frOOl fumble without any 
other effect (357-), Drop weapon <4W., if t he attacker is using built-in 
weapons such as claws, the attacker simply recovers instead), Break 
weapon <2W., with a 1W. chance of hitting oneself at the same time), Hit 
self normally (47-), and Hit self with double damage, ignoring armour 
( 17-). 

MAGIC 

The strange shifting forces around EAMON sOO'letimes give results that 
can only be called 'Magical'. However, most of these effects are 
extrerTJely localized, and will not be consistent frOOl one adventure to 
the next. Most often these strange things will be the special results 
by carrying magical iterTJs, however, SOO'le citizens of EAMON who have 
lived all of their lives in one location may have learned how to control 
the forces around them. 

There are, however, four spells that work almost everywhere. Anyone 
can be taught these spells without too much difficulty (if you can find 
a wizard who will teach them to youl). When you learn a spell, you will 
start with a randOOl ability in it frOOl 25~ to 757-. As with cOOlbat 
experience, this can be increased every time you successful cast the 
spell-- If a rand(XI) percentage roll is less than your chance to not have 
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cast it, your ability will go up by 2%. However, there is a catch in 
casting spells- - due to the tiring effects of sending all this power 
through your body, every tiJTJe that you attE!(T)pt to cast a spell 
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT THE ATTEMPT WAS SUCCESSFUL your chance for 
the rest of the adventure is halved. Thus, old Hedric who knows a spell 
with a 200% ability will always cast it the first tiJTJe. His second try 
will also always work (100% of the tiJTJe) . His third try will only work 
half (50%) of the tiJTJe . On the fourth try the chance is down to 257., 
fifth try 12%, and sixth only 6%. Fortunately for Hedric, however, if 
you know a spell your chance of successfully casting it can never be 
less than 5%, so Hedric can use his spell for the rest of the adventure 
at the same odds. 

The four basic spells are: 

BLASf 

This spell sends a magical burning arrow at your opponent. Annour 
will absorb damage fr001 it, but if the spell is successfully cast it 
will always hit its target, regardless of the range. The Blast spell 
nonnally only works on living (or at least aniJTJate) objects and the 
targets must be seen by the person casting it . S001etiJTJes the Blast 
spell will also work against doors and gates. The arrow will do 1D6 of 
damage (a randClll number frClll one to six) . 

HEAL 

The Heal spell rE!(T)oves hits frClll the body of the person casting. It 
will cure 1D10 hits, but never past his hardiness. (Hedric, having 
taken five hits, casts a Heal spell on hiJTJself successfully. He got a 
good casting this tiJTJe-- would have cured 8 hits nonnally, however it 
only cures five hits one hiJTJ, bringing Hedric back up to perfect 
condition) . 

SPEED • 

This powerful spell will double the caster ' s agility for frClll 10 to 
34 turns. You will know when you have cast the spell successfully, 
however you will not be told when it wears off . If you successfully 
cast a Speed spell while one is already in effect on you, the new spell 
will reset the tiJTJe for you- - it will not have the effect of quadrupling 
your agility . Obviously, when you cast the Speed spell your chance of 
hitting goes up accordingly (Hedric had a 567. chance of hitting with 
some weapon before casting the spell, with 407- of that because of his 20 
agility. When he casts the Speed spell on hiJTJself, his chance will 
increase by 40% again, giving hiJTJ a 96% chance of hitting) . 

POWER 

The Power spell may well be the most powerful spell available to 
you, and certainly the most uncertain. It has no set effect, it's a 
call to the gods saying ••Hey, do sClllething 1••. What they do will 
certainly differ frClll place to place, and may even differ frClll one 
mClllent to the nextl It could kill all of your enerriies, teleport you 
randomly SClllewhere else in the place you are exploring, cause an 
earthquake that buries you and your opponents alive, or anything else 
you can and cannot think of. 
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For all of these spells, it should be pointed out that this is the 
way they USUALLY work out. In SC)(T)e obscure sections of the world spells 
may not drop in ability every time you use them, in other places spells 
may not work at a111 

RELATIOO WITH CITIZENS 

There are two places you will be encountering other 
on your adventures and at the Main Hall of the 
Adventurers. 

people 
Guild 

of EAMON, 
of Free 

At the Main Hall, you will be able to ca11,1l.lnicate with the various 
people there and do business. However, they will not do you any real 
favors <except possibly giving you good prices on things if they like 
you), and you will not be pennitted to fight with anybody there. 
Essentially, they will be businessmen and W<Xtlen, out to relieve you of 
sooie of your gold while helping outfit you to go get more. 

On the other hand, during your adventures outside of the Main Hall, 
you will not be able to c0111nunicate with most of the people you find. 
Additionally, they will usually be rather simple-minded-- when meeting 
you they will decide if they like you. If they do like you, they will 
follow you around and fight on your side during any battles. If they 
don't like you, they will try to kill you. These people are rather set 
in their ways-- once they make up their mind about you they will usually 
keep with their decisions, unless you do sOOlething nasty such as attack 
a friend, or you do s<Xtlething especially nice, such as bribing or 
healing _an enany. 

However, just because they do or do not like you does not mean that 
they will always fight to the bitter end. Sooie people or things you 
encounter will be less courageous (or smarter) than others and will run 
fran what they view as a losing battle-- both your enemies and your 
friends. When saneone retreats they usually kick up a cloud of dust so 
you cannot see which way they ran, although they will always only run 
out of exits that are really there, and you can usually follow them. 

Once again, though, note that all of the statements above were 
prefaced by the word 'usually'. In s<Xtle parts of the world you may be 
able to work quite well with others, give orders, get ideas, even play 
games with them. As always, the key word is flexibility. 
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HOW TO REALLY AND ACTUALLY PJAY EAMON 

<Never thought we'd get here, did you?) 

LIGHTNil'(; EAMON will run on the Apple JC+, //e, //c, //GS, or any 
1007- Apple cC1TJpatible with at least 64K of meroory and one 5 1/4 inch 
disk drive. LIGHTNIOO EAMON comes on a 5 1/4 inch diskette, with the 
LIGHTNIOO EAMON MASTER DISK on side one and the BEGINNER'S CAVE 
ADVENTURE on side two. LIGHTNil'(; EAMON is based in the ProDOS operating 
system and supports all ProDOS cC1TJpatible storage devices including 
Unidisks, hard drives, and RAM drives. LIGHTNil'(; EAMON is NOT 
cC1TJpatible with the original EAMON adventure series. 

Place the LIGHTNIOO EAMON MASTER DISK in drive one and boot the 
dis.k. After the title page is displayed, hit any key to precede to the 
entrance of the Main Hall, or press ESC to enter Utilities Menu (See 
below). Simply follow directions (for the sake of your mothers, if 
nothing else l ). If you are new to EAMON <or your character was killed 
the last time he went out), you will be directed to the man in charge of 
new adventurers. He will show you what the attributes of your new 
character is, and let you read sC1TJe basic instructions. Finally, you 
will be sent to the Main Hall, where all old adventurers go irmlediately 
after the Irishman. 

The Main Hall will serve as your headquarters. You can buy spells 
there, as well as weaponry and amour, you can •check out• yourself and 
all your attributes and abilities. You can also keep sC1Tle money with 
the banker there. He gives no interest, but money in the bank is safe if 
you're robbed on an adventure. <Of course, you can't use it to ransC1TJ 
yourself out of a sticky situation, either!). 

GOit(; ON AN ADVENTURE 

The main purpose of the Main Hall is as a place to leave frC1TJ to go 
on adventures. Most of your exploits will be exploring caves and old 
ruins, doing similar things as in the popular Adventure games. However, 
EAMON is open enough for you to gamble your money away, raise an army to 
fight invaders (both frC1Tl other countries and frcrn space I ), or do just 
about any other activity you can think of. 

Only one EAMON adventure can be stored on a diskette or subdirectory 
at a time. To go on an adventure, select GO ON AN ADVENTURE frC1TJ the 
Main Hall menu. When instructed, insert the diskette with the adventure 
into any disk drive and press 'C'. If you have copied the adventure to 
a Unidisk, hard drive, or RAM drive, you have the option to select a 
subdirectory prefix by pressing •p•. You can also catalog any directory 
prefix by pressing 'D•. If you are unfamiliar with subdirectories and 
prefixes please refer to your ProDOS Operator's Manual. Once you enter 
the adventure, you•re on your own. <Notice: characters who do not 
return frCXll adventures are considered dead. Thus, turning off the 
canputer in the midst of an adventure or halting it by pressing 'RESET' 
merely ca,1ni ts suicide). You can resurrect a dead character with the 
utility program. See below. 

To help your character get sane gold to equip himself properly 
gather a little bit of experience, one adventure is included on the 
side of the diskette-- The Beginners Cave. It's a gentle little 
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through a set of caves underground. It is a good idea to send your new 
character through this adventure first . If he can ' t survive this, 
there's no point in going out to the dangerous places. <For more 
information on The Beginners Cave, see below). 

OPTIONS AT THE MAIN HALL 

BUYIKi WEAPONS AND ARMOUR 

You will have 200 gold pieces when you start a character, and 
hopefully more after your adventures. One of the most important things 
for you to do with this gold is to buy weapons and armour. 
Additionally, you may sanetimes want to sell a weapon, be it because you 
have no need of it or because you have reached the legal limit on weapon 
ownership of four . 

Marcos Cavelli owns a small weaponry store in the Main Hall that you 
can supply yourself 1o1ith. Marcos carries five standard 1o1eapons-- an 
axe, which does 1D6 of damage and has a base price of 25 gold pieces, a 
bow which does 1D6 and has a base price of 40, a mace which does 1D4 and 
has a base price of 20, a spear which does 1D5 and has a base price of 
25, and a sword which does 1D8 and has a base price of 50. For each 
weapon Marcos sells three grades of quality-- poor (with a weapon 
canplexity of -10%, but only half the base price), medium <with a 
weapon canplexity of O, at normal price), and good (with a weapon 
canplexity of 10%, at double the base price). Furthermore, the price 
you are given can vary fran one-third to three times the normal price, 
depending upon your charisma and how Marcos feels about you . 

Marcos will also buy old weapons . If it's of a type that he doesn't 
sell, Marcos will pay an average of 100 gold pieces for a weapon . If it 
is a weapon fran his stock, he will pay around 1/4 the normal price . 

Marcos's base prices for armour are 50 gold pieces for a shield, 100 
for leather, 200 for chain mail, and 500 for plate armour. He will also 
give you a trade-in of your old armour at its old price, subject to 
adjustment for the way he feels about you . 

Marcos"s credit terms, like all of the businesses in the Hall, are 
very simple-- None . 

BUYIKi SPELLS 

Hokas Tokas, the local wizard in the Main Hall, is willing to teach 
anybody spells for a price. His base prices for spells are : Power (100 
gold pieces), Heal (1000 gold pieces), Blast (3000 gold pieces), and 
Speed (5000 gold pieces). As with Marcos, Hokas will adjust his prices 
for how much he likes you, but he will never give credit. But, however 
he may grumble, he is a nice fellow and will never do anything to you if 
you try to buy a spell you can't afford, or try to buy a spell twice. 

Shylock McFenney, the 
anybody . He is absolutely 
care, although he does not 

THE BANKER 

local banker, will open up an account with 
trustworthy with the funds you leave in his 
give interest, nor does he make loans. (He 
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makes enough money fr001 adventurers who deposit money with him and never 
c001e back. ) 

EXAMININ::i YOURSELF 

Unlike most things at the Hall, it does not cost you anything to 
examine your attributes. It is generally a good idea to examine your 
attributes before leaving to go on an adventure, and write than down-
you cannot examine yourself in the midst of an adventure! 

RETIRIN::i TO THE INN 

This is simply ending the game. You.r character is stored on the 
diskette, so he or she can be called up again the next time you play. 
You should only leave the systan this way-- otherwise s001e disk files 
may be destroyed, and your character will be trapped forever in the 
horrible bit bucketl The only exception to this rule is if you leave an 
adventure using the SAVE ca1111and . 

TRAININ::i CEITTER 

The EAMON Training Center was set up as a service to the members of 
the select Free Adventurers Guild . In this training center you can 
increase your weapon, spell, and annour skills. Of course this is not 
free . You will be charged a fee depending on your ChariSlTla for every 
practice session you take. During each session there is a chance that a 
skill will increase. Nonnally, if the training is successful your skill 
will go up 2 points. Occasionally, you will have a particularly good 
practice and your skill will go up by 5 points. 

CASINO 

For those with a streak for gambling, you can try your luck at 
Roulette . The house limit is 5000 gold pieces. 

WITCH'S ATTRIBUTE EMPORIUM 

The local witch of the Main Hall holds the knowledge of powerful, 
secret spells that will raise the three main attributes of your 
character. The Basic fee she charges for this service is 5000 gold 
pieces per level, adjusted by your chariSlTla . There is a chance the 
spells will not work. The maximum level she can raise an attribute is 
32. 

SPECIAL WEAPONS SHOP 

Beaty's Special Weapons Shop is a unique store where you can buy 
copies of many of the weapons found throughout EAMON. There are several 
rules that must be followed to buy fr001 the shop . 1. Beginner's are NOT 
allowed. 2. You must donate at least one weapon before you may purchase 
any weapons. (You are not allowed to donate one that is already in the 
store). After you meet the requiranents, you may bey a weapon frCXTJ the 
shop. Beaty keeps a record of all characters that donate weapons, so 
you don't have to give one each time you enter. When you purchase a 
weapon, Beaty uses special magical tools to make an exact replica. The 
weapon fee is 2500 gold pieces with a duplication fee of up to 2500 gold 

. pieces. 
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THE BEGINNER'S CAVE 

The Beginner's Cave has been set up by the Warlord as a service to 
all Free Adventurers, giving them a chance to try their skills in a 
not-too- dangerous setting. Let us all toast the Warlord for restocking 
the cave daily ! 

Only beginners are permitted in the Cave . A beginner is sooieone who 
has no armour expertise and who still has all of the starting levels of 
weapon expertise. You are permitted to carry in onLy one weapon and any 
armour you wish. You will not need torches as there is sufficient light 
in all parts of the Cave . A Knight Marshall (William Misslefire) is on 
duty to be sure that you do not break the rules (and to keep you fran 
doing sanething really stupid, like entering the cave without any weapon 
at all I) . 

Once you are in the Cave, you will give car111ands by entering verbs 
and subjects, such as " GET SfONE''. If you use a verb that the cooiputer 
doesn't understand, all verbs will be listed. You must be very exact 
and use the words that the cooiputer knows . For example, if you are 
carrying a DEAD MONKEY and you say DROP MONKEY the canputer will not 
understand. (Sanetimes the canputer does recognize more than one word 
for an object, though) . If you want to repeat the last cOIUIJand given, 
simply hit 'return' when asked for your next e;ar111and . 

A few ca1111dnds you should know about: 

N, S, E, W, U, D, NORTH, SOUTH, EASf, WESf, UP, and DOWN all will 
move you in the direction given. 

INVENTORY or ''I" will 
carrying and the weapon that 

list all of the items 
READY mode. 

you are currently 
. . 
l.S l.n 

READY brings a weapon into 'ready ' mode, meaning that it will be the 
weapon used in an ATTACK cOCTllland . 

LOOK will give you a description of an object . 
see an object the full description will be shown. 
type LOOK object to get the description again . 

The first time you 
After that you must 

GET picks up an object <not a monster ! ) · fran the floor . GET ALL 
gets all objects there. If you get a weapon and you have no weapon 
ready, it will ready that weapon autanatically . 

Other car111ands are either self- explanatory or they are designed to 
make you experiment. 

To return to the main hall, you must leave the cave (get to the Cave 
Entrance) and move North. Once you have done so, Sam Slicker (the local 
dealer for treasures and booty) will pay you money for the treasure you 
have acquired <with the price adjusted by your ChariSlTJa) . You will then 
be returned to the Main Hall . 

Of course, that is only if you survive. 
it probably wasn "t that great of a character 
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LIGHTNIOO EAMON UTILITIES MENU 

To enter the Utilities Menu, press 'ESC' at the title screen . This 
program includes several useful utilities. They include-

<E>NTER THE WORLD OF EAMON 
<C>ONTINUE A SAVED GAME 
<S>EE A CHARACTER 
<N>AMES OF CHARACTERS 
<A>SSASSINATE A CHARACTER 
<R>ESURRECT A CHARACTER 
<M>OVE A CHARACTER 
<C>ONDENSE CHARACTERS FILE 
<I>NITALIZE CHARACTERS FILE 
<Q>UIT 

This option takes you to the Irishman 
Restarts a saved game 
Shows the stats of a character 
Lists all adventurers on file 
Removes a character from file 
Resurrects a dead cha.racter 
Moves a character to another Master Disk 
Removes dead characters from file 
CC¥TJpletely erases all characters 
Quits the Utility program 

NOTES: Dead characters are not rE![TJoved i.ITJTJediately when they die or do 
not return frC¥TJ an adventure. When listing the names of the characters, 
all dead characters are listed in parenthesis with the first letter of 
their name removed. That character will be there until a new character 
is rnade and overwrites that space in the file. Characters that are on 
an adventure will be considered dead until they return frC¥TJ that 
adventure, even when it is saved. As soon as the character cC¥TJpletes 
the adventure the file is restored. 

That is about all there is to say about playing LIGHTING EAMON. If 
you have any ccx11,1~nts or suggestions please send thet1 to Shaver 
Software. Keep watching for rnore adventures and new enhancements to the 
system. Please send in your warranty card so we can keep you updated. 

Though the original 
EAMON enhanced version is 
program or documentation. 

EAMON system is 
not. Please do 

public dC¥TJain, the LIGHTNING 
not copy or distribute this 

' 
Limited Warranty 

She,er Software warrants to the original purchaser of this c011puter software product that the 
recording aediUJI on which the software progrus are recorded will be free fr011 defects in aaterials 
and worlc.anship for thirty days froa the date of purchase. Defecti,e aedia returned by the purchaser 
during that thirty day period will be replaced without charge, provided that the returned aedia ha,e 
not been subjected to aiauae, daaage, or excessi,e wear. 

Following the initial thirty day warranty period, defecti,e aedia will be replaced for a 
replaol!llent fee of $2.00. Defecti,e aedia should be returned to: She,er Software, P.O. Box 277, 
Placentia, CA 92b70. ffedia being returned should be enclosed in protecti,e packaging and accoapanied 
by note of defect, $2.00 check (if beyond 30 day warranty period), and return addreaa. 

Thia warranty does not apply to the software prograas the.sel,es, the prograaa and aanual are 
pro,ided "as is". In no e,ent will She,er Software be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or 
consequential daaages resulting froa any defect in the prograaa. 

The enclosed software prograa and docUJ1entation are copyrighted. All rights are reser,ed. The 
enclosed prograa aay be copied by the original purchaser for archi,al purposes only. 

©1987 by Shever Software, All rights reserved 

Beagle Compiler Copyright 1986, Alan L. Bird 

Apple & ProDOS are registered tradE![TJarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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The Original Fantasy Role-Playing 
Game for the Apple // 

Now Updated and Improved! 

Pro DOS TM Based 

Cotnpiled for Lightning Fast Speed! 

Supports Unidisks, 
Hard Drives, RAM Drives 

Not Copy Protected 

e est ust _ ot etter! 

~[}={]~W~~ ~©[FlJW ~~~ 
P.O. Box 277, Placentia, CA 92670 

Apple & ProDOS are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. I 
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